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Generalized Model of Prediction
of Natural Gas Consumption
We present a model intended to predict mainly the residential and commercial natura
consumption in urban areas, for the short and intermediate ranges of time. In the
range, the model has been successfully used to forecast the daily gas consump
major cities of Argentina. It is able to predict the consumption 1 to 5 days in advance
10% of uncertainty. In the intermediate range (1 to 5 years), the model allows u
estimate the annual peak consumption, load factors and the optimal transportatio
pacity for a given region of interest. We also present a novel procedure to obtain
distribution of daily consumption from the monthly consumption obtained from
monthly billing. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1739239#
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1 Introduction
The prediction of natural gas consumption is crucial for the

distribution and transportation companies as well as for the g
ernment agencies associated to the natural gas sector. In parti
the short range prediction, 1 to 5 days, is important to ensure
normal supply of natural gas to a given city or community. Th
type of prediction is particularly important for countries like A
gentina, where the production sites are far from the major cen
of consumption. In the case of Argentina these distances ar
about 2000 km. This circumstance and the lack of large reserv
make it necessary to develop reliable models to predict the
consumption a few days in advance. The present study addre
solely the issue of residential, commercial and Natural Gas
hicle Service Stations~NGV-SS!, that have non interruptible ga
services~firm contract!. Most large industries and electric plan
in Argentina have interruptible contracts. Therefore their co
sumption patterns are different to the non interruptible compon
and will not be discussed in this paper. We will use the terms fi
and non interruptible to designate this type of component of c
sumption.

There is also a need to predict the firm component of consu
tion in the intermediate range of time, within 1 to 4 years, in ord
to adapt and upgrade the infrastructure of transportation and
tribution. This type of prediction is also useful for all the secto
of the gas industry that need to plan their production and optim
their anticipated purchase.

The most important factors that affect the gas consumption
residential and commercial users are temperature, day-of-
week ~holiday or working day! and prevailing scenario of con
sumption. Other factors that may also influence the consump
are: wind speed and its direction, humidity, etc. Due to the lack
reliable information on these parameters, we have not inclu
them in our model.

There are several approaches to forecast the daily deman
natural gas based on different methods. Traditionally they w
based on the concept of heating degree day, multiple linear reg
sion, and econometric approaches and more recently they
based on Artificial Neuron Network@1–3#.

We herein present the basic characteristics of a simple mod
perform short range prediction and its generalization for interm
diate range predictions. In line with the criterion of parsimony,
model has basically 6 parameters that are easy to obtain an
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terpret physically. This approach allows us to develop a no
formalism to obtain the main parameters of the model fro
monthly consumption. This feature of the model allows us to in
the daily distribution of consumption, based on the monthly co
sumption. This association is important, not only because
monthly consumption is often a known piece of informatio
available from billing, but also because it allows us to better
fine the parameters of the model and to obtain the load factors
different types or segments of consumers. Furthermore, since
information from billing is often well known for different types o
consumers, i.e. residential, commercial, etc., it is possible to
tain the daily distribution of consumption for each type of co
sumer. The load factors are important parameters to determine
transportation cost of natural gas for different types of consum
Often the transportation cost@4# is calculated for a given segmen
or type of consumerCi ( i 5Residential, commercial, etc.! as:

Ci5C01
A

LFi
; i 5residential, commercial, etc. (1)

Here, C0 and A are two constants that are characteristic of t
system under consideration, andLFi is the Load Charge Facto
associated to the particular consumption segment. It is define
the ratio of the daily annual average of consumption^Q( i )& to the
maximum daily consumption for that yearQmax(i), i.e.

LFi5
^Q~ i !&
Qmax~ i !

. (2)

Therefore, the determination of these factors is crucial to sev
sectors of the gas industry.

Finally, the present model can be used as a first approxima
to predict the consumption, upon which more sophisticated
proaches can be easily made to improve its accuracy. Thus, in
study we present the basic characteristics of the model we h
developed for the case of the major cities of Argentina. First
describe the short range version of the model to predict the
component of the consumption and compare the result of
model with the observed values. We then present the extensio
the model to the intermediate range. We apply this model to p
dict the maximum annual consumption. We also discuss a no
procedure to obtain the daily distribution of consumption us
the monthly consumption obtained from billing. This procedure
quite general and can be used to obtain the distribution of d
consumption for the different types of consumers. We used
firm component of the consumption as a bench mark to valid
the procedure. Finally, in the appendix we present a mathema
justification of the procedure proposed.
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2 Habits of Consumption
In this section we present the result of our observation on

habits of gas consumption for the case of Argentina. It is poss
that some of these characteristics may be valid for other regio
However, it is necessary to check the validity of these habits p
to the application of the model to a new region of interest.

Throughout this work, we will concentrate mainly on the fir
component of consumption~residential, commercial, small indus
tries and NGV use!. The cost of natural gas in Argentina, in th
period of study~1994 to 2001!, has been very stable, with varia
tions in the order of or less than 1% per year. The average an
consumption per user, for different consumer types, during
period of time studied here, has been almost constant, wit
slight linear variation. Figure 1 illustrates this situation for th
case region of Greater Buenos Aires~GBA!, supplied by Com-
pany MetroGas, for both residential~R! and commercial~C! us-
ers. The situation for all the regions analyzed and other type
users shows a similar trend. This behavior can be described by
following linear expression:

Qusr
( i ) ~ t !5Qusr–0

( i )
•~11 f usr

( i )
•~ t2t0!!, (3)

where Qusr
( i ) (t) represents the average annual consumption

user, corresponding to the componenti ~Residential, Commercial,
etc.! at the timet. Qusr–0

( i ) is the corresponding value at the refe

ence timet0 and f usr
( i ) is the parameter that determines the ann

variation ofQusr
( i ) .

Figure 2 shows the annual variation in the number of consu
ers for the GBA, supplied by MetroGas. Here again we find
linear variation in the number of users with time, i.e.:

N( i )~ t !5N0
( i )
•~11 f N

( i )
•Dt ! (4)

whereN( i )(t) represents the number of users type (i ) for the year
indicated byt, N0

( i ) is the number of users typei for the yeart0
taken as reference,Dt(5t2t0) is the number of years betweent
and t0 . f N

( i ) is the factor that describes the increase in the num
of users type (i ) for the region of interest. The parametersN0

( i )

and f N
( i ) , as well asQusr–0

( i ) and f usr
( i ) can be obtained from leas

square fit of the data.

Fig. 1 Average annual consumption per user, for residential
„R… and commercial „C… users, for the region of the Greater
Buenos Aires „GBA … supplied by the distribution company
MetroGas. The values presented here are the average daily
consumption for each year. We observe an almost constant
behavior, with a slight decreasing trend. The lines are fits to the
data using expression „3….
Journal of Energy Resources Technology
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Combining expressions~3! and ~4! it is possible to obtain the
total average variation of consumption for each region and for
different types of users. i.e.:

Qannual
( i ) ~ t !5Qusr–0

( i )
•N0

( i )
•~11 f usr

( i )
•Dt !•~11 f N

( i )
•Dt !

'Qannual–0
( i )

•~11@ f usr
( i ) 1 f N

( i )#•Dt !, (5)

where Qannual–0
( i ) 5Qusr–0

( i )
•N0

( i ) . We have also definedf Q
( i )5 f usr

( i )

1 f N
( i ) . This parameter characterizes the total variation in co

sumption, in a given region and for the particular segment of us
indicated byi . Therefore it is possible to write the total averag
variation of consumption for each region as:

Qannual
( i ) ~ t !5Q0–annual

( i )
•~11 f Q

( i )
•Dt ! (6)

This last expression will be useful to make projections of co
sumption in the intermediate time range. In the cases analy
here, the time dependency of the consumption per user and
number of users turned out to be linear. This particular dep
dence is not a requirement for the validity of the model, howev
these relations must be known.

3 Model of Prediction–Short Range
The prediction of the firm components~residential, commercial,

etc.! of natural gas consumption is made profiting from the cor
lation that usually exists between the daily consumption and
temperature. Traditionally, the concept of Heating Degree D
(HDD) has been used to establish such a connection. This par
eter is defined as the sum of the difference of the average ho
temperaturesTi and a temperature taken as referenceTre f . This
temperature varies for each region but is often in the neighb
hood of 18°C (65°F). More specifically, theHDD is defined as:

HDD5(
i

~Tre f2Ti ! (7)

where the sum is carried out for all the hours of the day for wh
Tre f.Ti . It must be pointed out that the calculation of theHDD
requires the knowledge of the temperatures for every hour of
day. This information may be availablea posteriori but is not
simple to predict in advance. Using a data base of temperat
corresponding to several years for several cities of Argentina,
have found that theHDD is highly correlated with the mean daily
temperature,̂T&, for the same day.̂T& is defined as the averag
value between the maximum,Tmax, and the minimum daily tem-

Fig. 2 Variation in the number of users, Commercial „C… and
Residential „R…, as a function of time. These data correspond to
the region of GBA supplied by MetroGas. The lines are fits to
the data using expression „4….
JUNE 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 91
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perature,Tmin . Figure 3 illustrates this situation for the case of th
city of Buenos Aires. This figure also shows that for^T& less than
Tre f , the value ofHDD is inversely proportional tôT&, which
holds true for all the cases analyzed. This observation is v
significant, because it indicates that we can replace the param
HDD with ^T&, which is not only much less costly to obtain an
use, but also has the great advantage that it can be reliably
dicted a few days in advance. This fact also justifies the appro
mation of takingHDD'Tre f2^T&.

The model we have developed@5,6# is based on the observatio
that the users do not respond only to the current temperature
also to the preexisting thermal scenario. This statement can
confirmed by the observation that usually the consumption of
is greater, for the same mean temperature, on a day in winter
on a day in summer or spring. This inertia is evidenced by the f
that the users usually do not turn on their heating until the te
perature has remained low for a few days. Similarly, users do
turn their heating off until the increase in temperature has p
sisted for a few days. This effect of inertia in the consumption c
be taken into account by introducing the concept of effective te
perature,Teff , that is defined as the linear combination betwe
the mean^T& of the day under consideration and the movin
average of the mean temperature,^T–n&, of then previous days.
Usually n varies between 3 and 5. More specifically:

^T–n&5
1

n
• (

i 52n21

i 521

^T& i , (8)

where i represents the different previous days:i 50 refers to to-
day, i 521 refers to yesterday,i 522 the day before yesterday
etc.

Teff5w•^T&1~12w!•^T–n&. (9)

Here w is a weighting factor between 1 and 0, that is obtain
from the best fit of the data.^T& represents the mean temperatu
of the day of interest.

The importance of the effective temperature is that it autom
cally incorporates the effects of inertia or hysterisis that are ch
acteristic of the consumption of gas. Using this parameter i
possible to describe the relation of the consumptionQ( i ) versus
Teff by the function:

Q( i )~Teff!5Q0
( i )
•S 11 f c

( i )
•tanhS Teff2T0

DT D D . (10)

In this expression, all the parametersT0 , DT, f c
( i ) andQ0

( i ) depend
on the particular region under consideration and the type of u
under consideration. The superindex (i ) indicates these two situ-

Fig. 3 Variation in the number of users as a function of time.
These data correspond to the region of GBA supplied by Metro-
Gas. The continuous line is a fit to the data using expression
„4….
92 Õ Vol. 126, JUNE 2004
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ations. For simplicity we have not included the superindex in t
parametersT0 , DT, but they are implicit. As can be seen in Fig
4 and 5, expression~10! does provide an adequate description
the data. Also the dispersion of the data points representing
daily consumption per user show less dispersion around
model, when we plotQ( i ) as a function ofTeff . The meaning of
the four parameters appearing in expression~10! can be easily
understood. The inflection point of the curve is characterized
the coordinates (T0 , Q0

( i )). Q0
( i ) represents the consumption a

Teff5T0 and is related to the average annual daily consumpti
discussed previously. The productQ0

( i )
• f c

( i ) represents the
asymptotic difference in consumption between the lowest~hottest!
days and the highest~coldest! days. Our study reveals, as ex
pected, that the parametersT0 , DT and f c

( i ) , do not change in
time. They are in a way characteristic of the inhabitants of t
region. On the other hand, the time dependence shown by exp
sions~3! and ~6! can be directly applied toQ0

( i ) , i.e.

Fig. 4 Variation of the daily total firm consumption „residen-
tial, commercial, etc. …, represented by Qi , as a function of the
mean temperature, ŠT‹, for the region of GBA supplied by
MetroGas, for all the working days over the years 1996 to 2000.
The circles are the measured data and the continuous curve is
a fit to the data using expression „10….

Fig. 5 Variation of the daily total firm consumption, Qi , as a
function of the effective temperature, Teff , for the region of GBA
supplied by MetroGas, for all the working days over the years
1996 to 2000. The symbols „circles … are the measured data and
the curve is a fit to the data using expression „10….
Transactions of the ASME
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Q0
( i )~ t !5Q00

( i )
•~11 f ( i )

•~ t2t0!! (11)

The parameterf ( i ) representsf usr
( i ) or f Q

( i ) depending on whether we
are considering the consumption per user, Eq.~3! or the total
consumption of the region, Eq.~6!. In this manner, we see that th
present model can incorporate intermediate range variations o
consumption with time. In fact, our model can reproduce the c
sumption of a given region for a period of time spanning 4 to
years with the same parameters. A final consideration for pred
ing the short range daily consumption is the consideration of
weekends and holidays. From the analysis of the data we w
able to reproduce the data for most of the regions of Argentina
using a factor that reduces the value predicted by the mode
about 10% on Saturdays and by about 15% on Sundays and
days. Figure 6 shows the comparison between the predictio
our model and the observed consumption for the total firm c
sumption of gas for the region of the GBA supplied by MetroGa
This type of agreement is representative of the quality of fit o
tained for most of the regions studied. We observed that on 9
of the days the agreement between the model and the real da
approximately 10%. It is interesting to note that the prediction
the model is more robust than the prediction of the temperat
This is because the effective temperature depends only part
on forecasted temperatures, which involve uncertainties, and
tially on temperatures of previous days that have already b
measured.

4 Model of Prediction–Intermediate Range
In principle the model described in the previous section can

used to make intermediate range predictions of consumpt
However, due to the basic impossibility of making long term te
perature forecasts, in practice, the usefulness of the model as
scribed this far is limited to 1 to 5 days.

In the case of the natural gas industry, what we are usu
interested in is not necessarily predicting the consumption fo
given day one or two years from now, but rather the probability
occurrence of a given scenario of consumption. The probab
distribution of temperatures for a given region can be obtain
from the historical data base of temperatures. In particular if
have access to a data base of daily maximum and minimum t
peratures for 10 or more years, it is possible to obtain a relia

Fig. 6 Comparison of the observed total firm consumption of
natural gas in „open circles … for the region of GBA supplied by
MetroGas and the prediction of the model „curve …, the units of
the vertical axis are in Dm 3ÕdayÄ1000 m3Õday. The vertical grid
corresponds to the beginning of the week „Sundays …. The inter-
val of time presented in this plot „from April to July, 1997 …

spans the autumn and the beginning of winter.
Journal of Energy Resources Technology
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distribution of future temperatures for that region. The rationale
this statement is that the temperatures that have occurred in
recent past can also occur in the future with the same probabi
Here we assume that possible global temperature changes
negligible effect in the time ranges studied here, 1 to 10 yea
This type of global changes are expected to be of the order of 1
per century@7#. Therefore, using the historical data base of te
peratures, we can obtain the effective temperature for the wh
period of time. From a histogram of frequency of occurrence
temperature, we can easily obtain the probability of occurrence
temperature in the future. Combining these probabilities with
model of prediction, with parameters adjusted as discussed in
previous section, we can obtain the probability of occurrence o
given scenario of consumption for any year in the near future. T
evolution of consumption with time is already contained in t
parameter indicated by expressions~3!, ~4! and~6!. Therefore, we
are able to predict, for any region and for any year in the int
mediate range, the probability distribution of consumption a
most probable magnitude of the uncertainty of this distribution.
Fig. 7 we present the corresponding distribution for the case
MetroGas, taking as reference the year 2000 and the corresp
ing projection for the year 2001. In this figure we present t
probability of consumption, expressed in thousands of stand
cubic meters per day (Dm3/day), in terms of the number of day
in the year that the consumption indicated in the horizontal axi
most likely to occur. This type of information allows us estima
the number of days in a given year in the future for which; t
consumption may exceed a given value. The model therefore
lows us to determine optimum values of gas that may be adeq
to sign contracts~reserved capacity! with producers and transport
ers. This type of distribution is also useful to estimate the Lo
Factor (LF) defined by expression~2!, since the model allows us
to obtain both the average consumption^Q& and the maximum
consumption,Qmax, for a given year. In Fig. 8 we present th
results of the optimum reserved capacity of gas ‘‘predicted’’
the model for past years for the case of Greater Buenos A
supplied by MetroGas, under the imposed condition that the c

Fig. 7 Probability of occurrence of firm consumption for a
given year for the region of GBA supplied by MetroGas. The
horizontal axis represents the total consumption in Dm 3Õday
and the vertical axis is the probability expressed in number of
days per year that a given scenario of consumption can occur
in a year. The dashed curve is the prediction of the model for
the year taken as reference „2000…, the square symbols are the
observed data for that year. The heavy continuous curve is the
prediction of the model for a future year. In particular, the area
between the heavy curve and the vertical line at ordinate Q0 ,
represents the probability that the consumption in this region
exceeds Q0 for the year under consideration.
JUNE 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 93
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sumption does not exceed this value on more than one da
twenty years. The maximum volumes actually observed have
been plotted. We clearly see that the predictions of the model
never exceeded. The fact that for some years the real maxim
consumption is below the prediction of the model, is associa
with the fact that not all the years have extremely cool winte
The important thing is that for those years that did have extre
cool winters, the actual data are close to the prediction of
model but never exceed it.

5 Relation Between Daily and Monthly Consumption
Distribution –Load Factors

In this section we present a novel procedure that establishes
relation between the daily and monthly consumption distributio
This association allows us to estimate the load factors, from
information obtained from the monthly billing. Furthermore, th
procedure allows us to obtain load factors for different segme
of users in a given region. The formalism proposed here is ba
on the assumption that the daily consumption of natural gas
be described by a model that depends on the temperature a
scribed by expression~10!. We will also assume that for eac
month of the year, the daily mean temperatures have a probab
distribution that is well approximated by a normal distributio
with a mean value,Tmonth, that depends on the month of the ye
and a standard deviation,smonth, that can also depend on th
month in discussion. For the major cities of Argentina that w
have studied, this assumption in well justified. In Fig. 9 w
present the histogram of daily mean temperatures for the mont
July for the Greater Buenos Aires, taking the data of the obser
temperatures for this month from 1944 to the year 2000. In t
figure we also plotted the corresponding normal distribution.
see that the normal distribution closely approximates actual d
This agreement holds true for all the months of the year. In Fig.
we present the distribution of the mean value,Tmonth, as a func-
tion of the month for the Greater Buenos Aires using the sa
data base as in Fig. 10. The error bars in this plot represent
value of the standard deviation,smonth. In this case,smonth was
almost constant (smonth53.1°C60.6°C).

If we use the effective temperature instead of the mean te
peratures for describing the monthly temperature distribution,
obtain the same result. Thus, all the results discussed here ca
applied to both distributions: daily mean and effective tempe
ture.

Fig. 8 Estimated optimum reserved capacity for the Greater
Buenos Aires supplied by MetroGas predicted by the model
„line …, obtained by requiring that the peak consumption does
not exceed this value more than one day in twenty years. The
symbols „circles … represent the actual observed maximum con-
sumption for those years.
94 Õ Vol. 126, JUNE 2004
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Algorithm: If the daily consumption of gas is described by
model as represented by expression~10! and the daily mean tem-
peratures are well approximated by a normal distribution, with
mean value and a standard deviation given by (Tmonth, smonth),
then it is possible to obtain the monthly consumption, represen
by the variableQmonth. This quantity is the average daily con
sumption for the month under consideration. Clearly this mag
tude can be obtained by taking the weighted average of the d
consumptionQ(T), with the corresponding normal weight, i.e.

Qmonth~Tmonth!5Q0•
1

A2p•smonth

•E
2`

` F12 f •tanhS T2T0

DT D G
•Fexp2S T2Tmonth

&•smonth
D 2G•dT (12)

The integral in expression~12! can be solved easily using th
convolution theorem of the Fourier Transform, see appendix
details. The result is given by:

Fig. 9 Distribution of daily mean temperatures for the month
of July for the GBA. This histogram was obtained using all the
observed temperatures for this month for the years 1944 to
2000. The continuous curve is a fit to the data using a normal
distribution.

Fig. 10 Distribution of the monthly mean temperatures for the
GBA, the vertical error bars represent the values of the corre-
sponding standard deviation, smonth . The curve is a fit of the
data using the function: Tmonth Äa¿b .cos „c.month ¿d….
Transactions of the ASME
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Qmonth~Tmonth!>Q0•F12 f •tanhS Tmonth2T0

DTmonth
D G (13)

Here Tmonth represents the average monthly temperature and
parameterDTmonth, that determines the width of the distributio
is:

DTmonth5ADT211.382•smonth
2 (14)

The value ofQmonth is the average daily consumption for th
month. The total consumption for the whole month will be th
product of Qmonth by the number of days in the correspondin
month. The expressions~13! and~14! indicate that there is a con
nection between the daily distribution of consumption and
monthly consumption. This last information can be obtained fro
the monthly billing.

From the plot ofQmonth versusTmonth, it is possible to test the
validity of expression~13! and to obtain the parameters of th
model (Q0 , f , T0 , andDTmonth). Once the monthly distribution
is well characterized, using Eq.~14! and the known daily tempera
tures for each day in the month, we can use expression~10! to
estimate the daily consumption distribution.

In particular, the daily distribution is useful for estimating th
maximum daily consumption for a given year,Qmax, which is the
crucial parameter for determining the load factor for each segm
of users, see expression~2!, and optimizing the purchase of re
served capacity. To carry out this estimation, the procedure is
following: from the data of billing we can obtain the paramete
that characterized expression~13!. Then employing Eq.~14!, we
obtain the daily consumption distribution. The value ofQmax can
be calculated from the minimum effective temperature,Tmin , in
the period under study, using the expression:

Qmax>Q~Tmin!5Q0•F12 f •tanhS Tmin2T0

DT D G . (15)

From the billing information for the period of time in conside
ation, it is also possible to obtain the daily average consumpt
^Q&. Therefore, using Eq.~2! the load factor for each segment o
user can be obtained.

In order to test the validity of the present formalism, we ha
applied the model to the case of the firm consumption of
region of GBA supplied by MetroGas. For this case the total da
consumption is taken from direct measurements. The mon
consumption and the daily temperature are also known. The
of the daily consumption as a function of the effective temperat
are shown in Fig. 5, together with the fit obtained using expr
sion ~10!. The data plotted in Fig. 5 are the values of daily co
sumption per user, expressed in terms of standard m3/day, using
the information for the years 1996 to 2000. In Fig. 11, we pres

Fig. 11 Monthly distribution of consumption „firm component …

for the case of GBA supplied by MetroGas „symbols … as a func-
tion of the monthly average effective temperature, for all the
working days over the years 1996 to 2000. The continuous
curve is a fit obtained using expression „13….
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the corresponding monthly consumption, expressed in terms
the average daily consumption for the month in considerat
~working days! as a function of the average effective temperatu
for the month. It is useful to point out that when we take th
average monthly temperature, the result is basically the sa
whether if we use the average daily or the effective temperatu
In Fig. 11, we have also included the model prediction obtain
using expressions~13! and ~14!. As can be seen, the agreeme
between the model and the data in Fig. 11 is excellent. This t
of agreement was also found in the other cities of Argentina wh
the model was tested. This agreement gives support to the form
ism presented here. Furthermore, it is clear from Fig. 11, that
dispersion of the data around the model, is much smaller tha
the case of the daily consumption~Fig. 5!. Therefore it is a more
convenient and robust way of extracting the parameter of
model. The load factor obtained using Fig. 5 is for this segmen
consumers LF50.43(60.03). The same load factor, obtained u
ing the monthly distribution~Fig. 11! is LF50.45(60.02). Thus,
both results are in agreement within the uncertainties of the
culations.

We performed a second test of the present formalism to es
lish the relation between the daily and monthly distribution
consumption using the Method of Monte Carlo@8#. This is a very
powerful technique to simulate data with a given probability d
tribution. Using the observed distribution of consumption for t
GBA and the observed temperature distribution, we are able
generate ‘‘artificial’’ daily consumption data with a given degre
of dispersion, 15% in our case. Furthermore, this technique allo
us to explore unusual scenarios of consumption for which we m
not have real data, but which we are interested in exploring. T
results of this simulation are presented in Fig. 12~symbols!, to-
gether with the result of the fit obtained using expression~10!
~dashed curve!. We also show the corresponding monthly distr
bution obtained using expressions~12! and ~13!. If we take the
monthly average of the data of consumption and plot them a
function of the average effective distribution, we obtain the resu
presented in Fig. 13. We see that the data of the monthly c
sumption now agree with the prediction of the monthly distrib
tion, thus confirming the validity of the model.

In summary, the validity of the model to relate the daily an
monthly distribution of consumption has been established by th
procedures: a! By mathematical manipulation of the analytica
distribution using the convolution theorem of Fourier transfor

Fig. 12 Comparison of daily consumption, obtained by simu-
lation using Monte Carlo Technique, for the case of GBA, as a
function of the average effective temperature. The dashed blue
curve is the fit obtained using expression „10…. The prediction
of the monthly distribution is indicated by the continuous
curve obtained using expressions „12… and „13….
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b! by direct comparison of real data of consumption, using
firm consumption for the case of GBA and c! by Monte Carlo
simulation of data of consumption applied to the case of GBA.
all the tests performed, we have confirmed the validity of t
proposed formalism to establish the relation between the daily
monthly distributions.

6 Conclusions
In this work we present a model we developed for the pred

tion of natural gas consumption at short~2 to 5 days! and inter-
mediate range~1 to 5 years!. The model can be applied to predic
the consumption of different segments of consumption and is a
useful to predict the maximum consumption in the intermedi
range. This information is useful to adapt the infrastructure
transportation as well as to estimate optimum reserve capa
The predictions of the model, have been successfully applied
all the major cities of Argentina. The short range prediction agr
with the observed consumption within 10% on 90% of the da
The uncertainties of the intermediate range prediction are in
order of 12%. This model can be regarded as a first order appr
mation, upon which more sophisticated analysis can be mad
improve its accuracy, such as minimizing correlation of the dev
tion of the data with respect to the prediction of the model.

The model presented here, reveals a useful association betw
the daily and monthly distribution of consumption. This relation
useful to obtain, very economically, the daily distribution of co
sumption for the different segments of users in a given region
also allows us to estimate the peak consumption in the interm
ate range and to extract the load factors from the monthly bill
information. This alternative is very attractive economically, sin
its use does not require costly additional measurements.

The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do
necessarily state or reflect those of their employers or the ENA
GAS.

We would like to acknowledge the useful comments and s
gestions of Ing. L. Pomerantz, Ing. L. Duperron and Dr. M
Schwint.

Appendix
In this appendix we present a mathematical justification of

relation between the daily and monthly consumption distributio
i.e. we derive expression~13! and ~14! from ~12!.

Fig. 13 Comparison of monthly consumption „circles …, ob-
tained by simulation using Monte Carlo Technique, for the case
of GBA, as a function of the average effective temperature. The
dashed blue curve is the fit obtained using expression „10…. The
prediction of the monthly distribution is indicated by the con-
tinuous curve obtained using expressions „12… and „13….
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As we have discussed in this work, the distribution of consum
tion can be modeled using the hyperbolic tangent function~ex-
pression~10!!, i.e.

y1~T,T0 ,DT!5tanhFT2T0

DT G (A1)

The behavior of this function is similar to that of the Error Fun
tion Fer(t) defined as@9,10#:

Fer~ t !5
2

Ap
•E

0

t

e2u2
•du (A2)

In fact the function:

y2~T,T0 ,sT!5FerFT2T0

sT
G (A3)

with

sT5d•DT (A4)

and

d51.203, (A5)

has very similar characteristics to the function described by
pression~A1! as can be seen in Fig. 14. In this figure, we ha
plotted both functions referred to the left axis, and their deriv
tives, referred to right vertical axis. The maximum difference b
tween these functions is in the order of 0.04%. Therefore,
function y2(T) is a good approximation ofy1(T). In fact, either
of these two functions could have been used to model the c
sumption distribution of natural gas. Our choice of express
~A1! was adopted on a discretional basis and for calculation c
venience. Nonetheless, for some applications it may be more c
venient to use expression~A2! to describe the consumption distri
bution. In fact if the distribution of consumption can be describ
equivalently by expression~10! or by the function:

Q2~T!5Q0•F12 f •FerS T2T0

sT
D G (A6)

Replacing this distribution in expression~12!, making the follow-
ing change of variable:

t5
T2T0

sTs
5

T2T0

d•DT
(A7)

Fig. 14 Comparison of distribution „A3… „circles … and „A4… con-
tinuous curve, both referred to the left vertical axis. In this fig-
ure we also show their respective derivatives referred to the
right vertical axis.
Transactions of the ASME
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expression~12! becomes:

Qmonth~Tmonth!5Q02Q0• f •
sT

A2p•smonth
E

2`

`

~e2(t2x/&•s)2
!

•@Fer~ t !#•dt (A8)

Where

x5
Tmonth2T0

sTs
(A9)

and
s5

smonth

sT
(A10)

The integral of the second term of~A8! can be calculated using th
techniques of Fourier transform, since it is the convolution o
Fer(t) function with a normal distribution@9,10#. If we take the
Fourier transform on both sides, using the known properties of
Fourier Transform@9,10#, we have:

I$I ~x!%5IH 1

A2p•ss
E

2`

`

~e2(t2x/&•s)2!•@Fer~ t !#•dtJ
5I$Fer~ t !%•IH 1

A2p•ss

•e2(t/&•s)2J
5

2

i •v
•e2v2/4

•e2v2
•s2/25

2

i •v
•e2v2/4 •(2s211).

(A11)

Fig. 15 Representation of monthly residential consumption
„MetroGas 1996-2000 … as a function of the parameter f. The
line is a linear fit to the data.
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If we anti-transform this expression, we obtain:

I ~x!5FerS x

A112s2D 5FerS Tmonth2T0

sT•A112s2D . (A11)

If we define the parameterDTe f as:

DTe f5
1

d
•AsT

21smonth
2 5ADT21

2

d2 smonth
2 , (A12)

the monthly distribution~12! can be written as:

Q~Tmonth!>Q0•F12 f •tanhS Tmonths2T0

DTeff
D G . (A13)

This last two results are the expression we wanted to prove.
thermore, if we define the parameterf as:

f5tanS Tmonth2T0

DTeff
D . (A14)

The expressionQmonth(Tmonth) as a function off becomes:

Qmonth~f!5Q0•@12 f •f#. (A15)

With this substitution it is straightforward to extract the parame
from the modelQ0 and f for any segment of consumers by simp
plotting Qmonth as a function offmonth. Here we assume that th
other parameters of the modelsmonth, DT and T0 for a given
region of study, can be known from a preliminary analysis of t
data. Furthermore, they are expected to be the same for al
segments of consumers in a given region. This has been the
for all the cities of Argentina that we have studied.
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